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FX options for growth
International expansion is a strategy many travel companies use to grow their business. However, the high
costs associated with cross-currency payments, and uncertainty with exchange rates can prove a barrier to
expansion. eNett International is committed to lowering the cost of international payments, enabling agencies
to expand their global footprint.
Broad currency capability
eNett can generate VANs in over 30 currencies, 17 of which enable local funding and settlement. This eliminates the
need to start new banking arrangements in each jurisdiction, and you won’t be charged cross-border fees or
be exposed to foreign exchange (FX) fluctuations on VANs funded and paid in the same currency.
Suite of foreign exchange options
We offer a broad suite of foreign exchange options designed to lower costs and give agencies greater FX
control:

Self-Managed FX
Self-managed foreign
exchange enables you to
manage the most appropriate
time and secure the best
rates independently, before
transferring into one of eNett’s
17 different currency Pay-in
accounts.

MasterCard FX
As MasterCard is a strategic
partner of ours, customers
can save up to 2% on each
international transaction with
MasterCard foreign exchange1.

Real-Time Conversion
Real-time conversion2 gives
agencies pricing certainty by
enabling you to lock-in a rate at
the time of the booking. And,
you can quote a price to your
customer without the risk of FX
fluctuations eating into your
margins upon settlement.

Lower risk international payments
Sharing card details with unfamiliar suppliers in new regions can come with an increased risk of fraud. As a
VAN is a unique 16-digit MasterCard number generated for each transaction, the risk of fraud is reduced. And
the MasterCard Guarantee provides charge-back capabilities to provide protection against supplier default.

If you would like more information on how VANs can help your business visit:
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1 eNett analysis of fees and bank charges
2 Not available if you have transferred funds to the ZAR Pay-in account. Conversion provided by eNett’s partner.
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